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Abstract: Frequently occurring landslides in Ethiopia endanger rapidly expanding settlements and
infrastructure. We investigated a large landslide on the western escarpment of the Main Ethiopian
Rift close to Debre Sina. To understand the extent and amplitude of the movements, we derived
vectors of horizontal displacements by feature matching of very high resolution satellite images
(VHR). The major movements occurred in two phases, after the rainy seasons in 2005 and 2006
reaching magnitudes of 48 ˘ 10.1 m and 114 ˘ 7.2 m, respectively. The results for the first phase were
supported by amplitude tracking using two Envisat/ASAR scenes from the 31 July 2004 and the
29 October 2005. Surface changes in vertical direction were analyzed by subtraction of a pre-event
digital elevation model (DEM) from aerial photographs and post-event DEM from ALOS/PRISM
triplet data. Furthermore, we derived elevation changes using satellite laser altimetry measurement
acquired by the ICESat satellite. These analyses allowed us to delineate the main landslide, which
covers an area of 6.5 km2 , shallow landslides surrounding the main landslide body that increased
the area to 8.5 km2 , and the stable area in the lower part of the slope. We assume that the main
triggering factor for such a large landslide was precipitation cumulated over several months and we
suspect that the slope failure will progress towards the foot of the slope.
Keywords: Ethiopian rift; Tarmaber area; Debre Sina; large landslide; feature tracking; amplitude
tracking; DEM differencing; ICESat

1. Introduction
Deformation of the Earth’s surface caused by various geodynamic processes represents a serious
hazard for settlements and infrastructure. In the last few decades, remote-sensing techniques have
proven to be an effective tool to identify and monitor surface deformations of glaciers, permafrost and
landslides. Correlation techniques of consecutive optical space-borne images results in displacement
vector fields, which provide valuable information on the character of the movement [1–3]. These
techniques are based on image windows correlation in space domain [4] or frequency domain [5,6].
The accuracy of these approaches is by the rule of thumb on order of pixel size of the correlated
image data [2]. However, recent studies have shown that an accuracy of one-fourth to one-fifth of a
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pixel size can be achieved provided VHR stereo pairs are available [7,8]. Furthermore, Differential
SAR interferometry (DInSAR) techniques were successfully used for investigation of landslides,
e.g., [9–11]. The use of this technique is, however, limited by temporal decorrelation, terrain setting
and orientation and by relation of the movement velocity to the used radar frequency [12]. Amplitude
tracking is another technique for movement detection based on SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar) data.
Unlike DInSAR it is based purely on the amplitude information. This technique is often used for
glacier monitoring [13–15]. In this approach, the movement velocities can be measured independently
from the movement direction with respect to the range direction and additionally, the coherence of
the image pair is not required [13]. A time series of DEMs extracted form historical photographs were
used to capture morphological change caused by a landslide by [16,17]. The difficulties caused by the
limited ground control and missing camera calibration protocol can be solved by the application of
self-calibrating bundle adjustment methods [17]. It was demonstrated by [18] that DEM differencing
using DEMs derived from VHR satellite data can be effectively used to investigate mass displacement
of large landslides. This technique is also effective for a delineation of large landslides [18].
Slopes of the Ethiopian Highlands are frequently affected by landslides of various types, which
often lead to eviction of inhabitants, damage to housing, infrastructure and arable land and even
loss of human lives [19,20]. Most of the landslides in this region, including the largest ones, are
triggered by heavy precipitation occurring at the end of the rainy periods in July and August [21],
whereas earthquakes mainly trigger fast moving slope failures such as rock slides, topples and
falls [19]. An extraordinarily large slope failure occurred in the Yizaba locality of the Tarmaber area
north of the town of Debre Sina (Figure 1). The landslide has been studied by [22] who mapped
susceptibility zones, analyzed precipitation, described basic geological site settings and pointed out
earthquakes in Afar Rift as the probably main triggering factor. Field hydro-geological investigations
and geophysical sounding were reported by [23]. There are some substantial discrepancies in the
reported extent and evolution of the Debre Sina landslide. Several opinions regarding the dating of
the major sliding phases can be found in literature. The occurrence of the first cracks was dated as
21 August 2005 by [24], while [25] reports September 2005. Based on eyewitness accounts, [23] states
that the formation of tension cracks had already occurred in August 2004. The major sliding event was
dated as 13–14 September 2005 by the report of Action by Churches released in 2006 (in [22,26]). This
is in accordance to [24] who reports 13 September 2005, while September 2006 is reported by [24,25].
We suppose that the major movements occurred in two phases as [23] reports two major movements
in September 2005 and in September 2006 based on interviews with local inhabitants.
In this study, we aim at demonstration of the potential of optical and microwave remote sensing
techniques in combination with DEMs for investigation of the extent, evolution and properties of a
large landslide.
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The nominal ground track of ICESat is shown as a light blue dotted line.
2. Study Area
The Debre Sina landslide is located on the western escarpment of the Main Ethiopian Rift (MER)
(Figure 1). The rift escarpment is formed by sequences of tertiary volcanic rock formations. The study
area is characterized by rugged relief, with rock outcrops, deeply dissected creeks and channels but
also by less steep areas with terraced arable land (Figure 2).
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intensely weathered [22,23]. The slopes with lower inclination are covered by Quaternary sediments
(alluvial, colluvial-eluvial deposits and residual soils). The landslide is located in a tectonically
active area with an extension character [24]. The predominant direction of discontinuity (faults and
lineaments) orientation is WSW-ENE (NW-SE) [23]. The major faults on the western boundary of the
rift can have occasional earthquake tremors leading to activation of unstable ground [23]. The study
area is located in a high seismic risk zone [27–29]. Fifteen earthquakes with magnitudes ranging from
4.1 to 5.9 were registered in the surrounding area within 200 km of distance since 1980, while in the
relatively small area of the Affar depression, which is located 280 km North from the study area, 170
shakes with magnitude > 4.0 have occurred since 2005 [30]. Historical records from the past 150 years
show that no large magnitude earthquake occurred in MER [31]. The precipitation in the area follows
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the general pattern of the Ethiopian Highlands. After a long dry period the precipitation increases in
March, April and May followed by the main rainy season in July, August and September. The mean
annual precipitation measured in Debre Sina station for the period 1990–2013 is 1750 mm, while the
mean precipitation in the period from July to September is 1035 mm. Due to the high elevation
gradient in the study area the climate in the upper part is considerably colder and wetter [23]. The
landslide area is drained by the Dem Aytemashi River towards the north and later to the east towards
the Awash River. The drainage pattern of the basin probably follows tectonic predisposition.
3. Methods
3.1. Estimation of Vertical Changes by Subtraction of Two DEMs
To understand changes in mass distribution due to the land sliding pre- and post-event DEMs
were compared. A cell-by-cell subtraction of post and pre-event DEMs provides a straightforward
way of obtaining positive and negative elevation differences corresponding to accumulation or
depletion, respectively.
As we could not find VHR satellite images older than 2005, we used aerial photographs from
1986 to build a pre-event DEM. Black and white contact copies of three photographs covering
the study area were scanned at a resolution of 1025 dpi, which resulted in a ground resolution
of approximately 1 m, and were supplied on a DVD by the Ethiopian Mapping Agency. As no
calibration protocol and accurate GCPs were available to allow us to calculate the internal and
external orientation, we could not carry out the processing using traditional photogrammetry. Instead
we used the Structure From Motion (SFM) approach [32,33] implemented in the PhotoScan v 1.0.4
software package. The acquisition geometry was reconstructed by an iterative bundle adjustment
without reference to the cartographic coordinate system. The resulting point cloud was georeferenced
a posteriori using 25 GCP identified in VHR imagery in Google Earth as no Differential Global
Positioning System (DGPS) measurements were possible. The root mean square error (RMSE)
calculated from residuals of 7 check points, also collected in the Google Earth, were 4.9, 5.5 and
10.6 m in x, y and z directions, respectively. The advantage of this approach is that the inaccuracy of
GCPs does not affect the internal geometry of the model. In the next step, the georeferenced point
cloud with the mean density 0.83 points/m2 was converted to a raster DEM with a resolution of 2.5 m.
Furthermore, an ortho-image with a resolution of 1 m was generated to complete the time series of
VHR images with an image capturing the pre-event situation (Table 1). The high resolution pre-event
DEM allowed us to analyze the morphology of the original terrain including theoretical surface
runoff. We generated a Topography Wetness Index (TWI) (Figure 3) [34] representing potential
infiltration, which is a relevant parameter for addressing the development of a slope failure [35,36].
To build a post-event DEM we used an image triplet acquired by the PRISM instrument carried
by the Japanese satellite ALOS on 19 November 2008. This satellite was launched in 2006 and is
dedicated to cartography and disaster monitoring. The triplet consists of three images taken by
backward, nadir and forward pointing cameras which enable stereo-processing [37]. We processed
the data using the Leica Photogrammetry Suite version 9.3. The resulting PRISM DEM has a
resolution of 10 m. The resulting RMSE on nine check points collected from Google Earth 6.1, 6.5
and 7.4 m in the x, y and z directions, respectively. This value is, however, strongly influenced by the
accuracy of the reference satellite imagery. Additionally, an ortho-image with grid spacing of 2.5 m
was generated employing the SRTM DEM as the elevation reference. The use of the PRISM DEM led
to an identical result even over the area of the landslide. We opted for the SRTM DEM as the PRISM
DEM includes some artifacts in the areas of cloud cover.
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Figure 3. The pre-event DEM extracted from aerial photographs is shown as a slope inclination image
Figure
3. The pre-event DEM extracted from aerial photographs is shown as a slope inclination
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The two models were accurately co-registered in a horizontal direction using piecewise linear
in AutosSync
In this
approach,
theby
triangular
areasinstrument
between the
tie
Totransformation
build a post-event
DEM weWorkstation.
used an image
triplet
acquired
the PRISM
carried
by
points are fitted using the first order polynomial. The RMSE of the co-registration in horizontal
the Japanese
satellite ALOS on 19 November 2008. This satellite was launched in 2006 and is dedicated
direction calculated from residuals on the used tie points was 4.6 m. This figure indicates the amount
of the residual discrepancy in horizontal direction between the two DEMs. The uncertainty of the
DEM differencing was assessed as the RMSE of vertical differences on 43 randomly spaced points in
the off landslide area. This resulted in the value of 3.6 m. The tie points were automatically identified
in the ortho-images produced during the derivation of the two DEMs, which provide abundant
image structures for point identification. This way the problem of tie point identification between
two DEMs, which provide no suitable patterns for feature matching, was circumnavigated. Both
ortho-images and both the DEMs were resampled to 2.5 m beforehand which is the resolution of
the DEM from the aerial photographs and also approximately of the PRISM ortho-image. Residual
distortions of the pre-event DEM in a vertical direction were modeled by a second order polynomial
fitted to a regular grid of 20 ˆ 20 points representing the elevation differences between the two
DEMs. Points falling onto the landslide as well as points with outlying values of elevation difference
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were excluded from the fitting. The higher polynomial order was needed to account for a non-linear
distortion of the pre-event DEM probably due to an inaccuracy of the fitted camera model.
3.2. Vertical Elevation Differences Derived by ICESat
The study area is crossed by one nominal ground track of ICESat (Ice, Cloud, and land Elevation
Satellite) (see Figure 1). The single repeat tracks do not exactly match the nominal nadir track
because the ICESat’s precision spacecraft pointing control was not used in the mid latitudes (NSIDC
2015). The maximum spread of ground tracks reaches 2.0 km over the study area. The GLAS
instrument (Geoscience Laser Altimeter System) on-board ICESat measured the surface elevation of
signal footprints with a diameter of 70 m along the nadir tracks each 172 m. The data were acquired
every 3–6 months during 18 one-month campaigns between 2002 and 2009. The elevation is derived
from the two way travel time of the emitted laser pulse and from the position of the satellite. Data
records containing the elevation are provided by NSIDC (National Snow and Ice Data Center). We
used the ICESat product L2 Global Land Surface Altimetry Data denoted as GLA14, release 34 [38].
This satellite mission was primarily dedicated to monitoring atmospheric aerosol and ice sheets with
monotonous terrain and low inclination. We followed an approach that has been successfully used
for mountain glaciers with a similar size and topography to large landslides [39–41].
To derive the elevation changes over the landslide body we calculated differences of the ICESat
elevation measurements with respect to the pre-event SRTM DEM for each ICESat point. The
elevation corresponding to the ICESat measurements was obtained using bi-linear interpolation of
elevations of the four neighboring cells in the SRTM DEM. To account for the effect of clouds we
discarded all points with the elevation difference > 200 m. Furthermore, we selected points acquired
after the initial sliding event given by several authors as being on 13 September 2005 over the study
area. This resulted in 40 point measurements distributed mainly over the accumulation area of the
landslide. For a reliable estimation of the elevation differences the two datasets were accurately
co-registered following [42]. The horizontal shift of the SRTM DEM with respect to the ICESat dataset
was estimated as being 30 meters with an azimuth of 31 degrees. This shift was removed by an
adjustment of the reference coordinated from the SRTM DEM dataset. As the ICESat elevation is
referred to the TOPEX/Poseidon Ellipsoid we subtracted the geoid height provided in the ICESat
data records and applied a conversion to the WGS84 ellipsoid following [43] to obtain an elevation
coherent with the elevation contained in the SRTM DEM dataset. The error ranges were estimated
following [44]. The resulting elevation differences on the ICESat points were compared to the results
of the DEM differencing. To assess the uncertainty of the vertical offsets the differences between
ICESat measurements and the SRTM were averaged for the same ICESat track over a distance of
70 km stretching over both plains and slopes including 4600 points. This resulted in a mean difference
of ´1.8 m and standard deviation of 11.6. A threshold of the elevation difference of 100 m was applied
beforehand to sort out ICESat measurements affected by clouds and atmospheric noise [41].
3.3. Mapping of Surface Features from the Time Series of Optical Satellite Data
Surface features and patterns identified on remote sensing images of landslides can reveal
information on their origin and controlling mechanisms [7,45]. A time series of VHR images was used
to analyze the evolution of the slope failure (Table 1). These features are commonly mapped using
aerial or drone photographs [45–47], however, the large scale of the Debre Sina landslide allowed
us to use also satellite images (Figure 4). We assembled a time series of VHR scene subsets for the
landslide and surroundings from the archive of DigitalGlobeTM and from the European Space Agency
(the entire scene from Kompsat-2). The images document slope deformations in the period from 2005
to 2014. Only the WorldView-2 image from 2014 was partially cloud-covered (11%). Apart from
the WorldView-1 image, which has only a panchromatic band, all of the images are composed of a
panchromatic band, three visible bands, and one near infrared band.
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The first image was acquired only three months after the presumed initial slope failure that
occurred in September 2005 [22]. The images were delivered in a pre-processed form, which means
that standard radiometric and geometric corrections have already been applied. The images were
ortho-rectified in Leica Photogrammetry Suite (LPS) applying the Ratio Polynomial Coefficients
approach using a set of 6 GCPs and 6 check points identified in GoogleEarth in the areas around
the body of the landslide. We used a post-event DEM derived from ALOS/PRISM data from
19 November 2008 as the elevation reference. To check the influence of the DEM on the spatial
accuracy
of the7 ortho-images, we generated two ortho-images from QuickBird-2 data for 2010
Remote
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was <2 m for all of the ortho-images (Table 1). The ortho-image from the aerial photographs that
captured the situation before the first movements (described below), and is thus the first image of the
Remote
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not following the slope inclination were checked against the satellite images and in the event of
a discrepancy were manually discarded. The error of displacement magnitudes due to the image
co-registration was estimated as the RMS of amplitudes in the off-landslide area, which yields 4.0 m
for 2004 (Kompsat-2 and Ikonos-2) and 8.9 m for 2005 (aerial photographs and Ikonos-2). The total
error of the displacement magnitudes was calculated taking into the account also the error due to the
used DEM (6.0 m), which yielded 10.1 m and 7.2 m, respectively.
The matching of Ikonos-2 images from 2005 and 2007 provided poor results. This was due to the
difference in phenology and illumination conditions as the 2007 image was acquired in June while
most of the other images were taken in winter. The next image of the time series was used instead
(Kompsat-2 image from 2008). As a visual check of the shifts between the Ikonos-2 from 2007 and
Kompasat-2 images revealed no changes, the resulting vectors represent the movements after the
rainy season in 2006. We calculated the gradient of the displacement fields to better understand the
kinematics of the landslide. We applied a simple approach based on plane fitting to the values of
displacement in a floating window 3 by 3 pixels using the Least Square technique. To account for the
noise, the displacement images were median filtered beforehand. The gradient was estimated as the
range of the fitted values and converted to m/m units.
3.5. Estimation of Horizontal Displacement by Amplitude Tracking in Microwave Domain
Two ascending scenes, acquired by ASAR (Advances Synthetic Aperture Radar) instrument
on Envisat on 31 July 2004 and 29 October 2005, were obtained from the archive of the ESA.
The first represents the situation before the slope failure while the second corresponds to the
time period between the initial and the second movement. To account for the inaccuracies in the
orbital parameters a co-registration with sub-pixel accuracy was applied to the image pair using
cross-correlation function in 32 ˆ 64 window. Surface displacements in slant and azimuth directions
between the scenes were detected using the amplitude tracking module of the GAMMA software
package. SAR amplitude tracking is a suitable method for measuring surface displacement over
landslides [51]; however, its results are sensitive to the search window size, which in theory should
not be less than the estimated ground displacement [15]. Different window sizes for different SAR
sensors were tested and discussed for glacier studies by [15]. In this study, a window size of
32 ˆ 64 single-look pixels was used, which corresponds to approximately 640 m in the ground-range
direction and 256 m in the azimuth direction. Following [51] a high signal to noise ratio (SNR)
value of 11 was applied to ensure high coherence. The resulting displacements in range and azimuth
directions were projected to the horizontal plane using the local incidence angle and then converted
to magnitude using Euclidean geometry. Further, the magnitudes were checked for outliers and
manually corrected. The gaps were closed using ordinary kriging [52] interpolation which resulted
in a regular grid of displacement values with grid spacing of 120 m. The arrows in the off-landslide
area is probably due to the difference of velocities as the size of the processing window is optimized
to certain displacement magnitude and can therefore produce noise in the area of no movements [10].
4. Results
4.1. Structural Predispositions for the Mass Movements in the Area
An expert-based morphostructural analysis of the MER escarpment around Debre Sina using
SRTM DEM revealed major morpholineaments striking SSW-NNE (Figure 6). These topographic
features most probably represent traces and scarps of tectonic (normal) faults related to the African
rift, which also provide evidence of an extensional regime in the area of the landslide. Several minor
morpholineaments striking NE-SW, NW-SE, E-W, and N-S are dissected by the major ones and are
probably of older age.
Areas affected by slope failures were indicated by large concave scarps, irregular instead of
strata-controlled topography, and a convex slope foot, etc., and they were also mapped by the
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probably represent traces and scarps of tectonic (normal) faults related to the African rift, which also provide
evidence of an extensional regime in the area of the landslide. Several minor morpholineaments striking
NE-SW, NW-SE, E-W, and N-S are dissected by the major ones and are probably of older age.
Areas affected by slope failures were indicated by large concave scarps, irregular instead of
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strata-controlled topography, and a convex slope foot, etc., and they were also mapped by the
morphostructural analysis of the SRTM DEM. The results revealed an extremely large extent of
morphostructural analysis of the SRTM DEM. The results revealed an extremely large extent of
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According to our observations, especially on zones of high displacement gradients, the extent
of the main landslide is approximately 6.5 km2 . The lower margin of this zone marks the presumed
outcrops of the shear plane of the main landslide. The total area of the Debre Sina landslide, including
the relatively shallow subsequent landslides, is 4.7 km in an N-S direction and 3.5 km in an E-W
direction, which is approximately 8.5 km2 . The elevation difference between the crown and the toe is
approximately 500 m, taking into the account only the main landslide. The subsequent landslides
reached the bottom of the valley, which is 150 m lower. The maximum estimated thickness of
the active main landslide body is approximately 150–200 m according to the interpretation of the
topographic profiles, whereas the maximum thickness of the old slope failure is up to 300–400 m
(Figure 8). To estimate the landslide volume we used an empirical formula for rotational landslides
by [53]: VLs = 1/6 π Dd . Wd . Ld , where VLs is the landslide volume after the movement including
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after the rainy seasons of 2005 and 2006. Several cracks appeared after the rainy season of 2007. No
cracks were found on the later images indicating that no major re-activation has occurred since 2007.
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depth, Wd is the width of the landslide, and Ld is the length of the landslide. Assuming a thickness of
200 m, the estimated volume of the active main landslide body is approximately 1.7 km3.
The time series of the satellite images revealed that the southern part of the landslide was more active
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According to our observations, especially on zones of high displacement gradients, the extent of the
main landslide is approximately 6.5 km2. The lower margin of this zone marks the presumed outcrops
of the shear plane of the main landslide. The total area of the Debre Sina landslide, including the
relatively shallow subsequent landslides, is 4.7 km in an N-S direction and 3.5 km in an E-W direction,
which is approximately 8.5 km2. The elevation difference between the crown and the toe is
approximately 500 m, taking into the account only the main landslide. The subsequent landslides reached
the bottom of the valley, which is 150 m lower. The maximum estimated thickness of the active main
landslide body is approximately 150–200 m according to the interpretation of the topographic profiles,
whereas the maximum thickness of the old slope failure is up to 300–400 m (Figure 8). To estimate the
landslide volume we used an empirical formula for rotational landslides by [53]: VLs = 1/6 π Dd . Wd . Ld,
where VLs is the landslide volume after the movement including loosening of the mass, Dd is the landslide
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Figure 9. Change of the drainage pattern on the southern margin of the Debre Sina landslide. The
Figure
9. Change of the drainage pattern on the southern margin of the Debre Sina landslide.
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The position of the subset is indicated in the Figure 7.
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4.3. Horizontal Displacements Revealed by Feature Tracking

The displacement fields derived from the satellite images clearly document that the main
movements occurred in two phases after the rainy seasons of 2005 and 2006 (Figure 10). The
The displacement fields derived from the satellite images clearly document that the main movements
amplitude of horizontal movements reached up to 48 ˘ 10.1 m and 114 ˘ 7.2 m in the first and
occurred
in two
phases
after theItrainy
seasons
ofthe
2005
and 2006
(Figure
The amplitude
horizontal
second
phase,
respectively.
can be
seen that
movement
vectors
are10).
divergent
(Figure 10),ofwhich
means that lateral spreading took place in both phases. Both the displacement fields show that the
lower part of the slope between the landslide body and the river remained stable during both of the
major movement phases. Furthermore, it can be observed that the displacement magnitude increases
towards the lower part of the slope within the main landslide. This indicates surface extension in
both the lateral and transversal extension. The displacements also increase in an N-S direction, which
could be due to higher infiltration above the southern part of the main landslide indicated by the high
values of TWI (Figure 3).
The displacement fields of all of the other subsequent image pairs covering the period 2007–2014
do not show any coherent pattern over the landslide area. Furthermore, the magnitudes of these
displacement fields do not exceed the RMS of the displacements in the off-landslide area, which
means that they represent noise. This implies that there were no displacements or their magnitude
was lower than the level of noise. As no cracks were detected in the VHR images after 2007 and no
reactivation was reported by the local inhabitants interviewed by [23], we conclude that the slope
stayed stable after 2007.
The displacement field from the amplitude tracking is in good agreement with the feature
tracking in the optical domain (Figure 10). Its theoretical accuracy was calculated following [13] as
being 0.3 m; however, the real error is much higher as the vectors identified in the off-landslide area
result in an RMSE of 6.6 m.
The gradients derived from the displacement field for movements in 2005 and 2006 (Figure 11)
provide detailed information on the kinematics of the slope failure. The gradient images feature
spatial patterns of belts of high gradient that are bordered by zones of low gradient which correspond
to areas of similar movement magnitude. The belts of high gradient partially correspond to the zones
of open cracks and secondary scarps.
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The displacement fields of all of the other subsequent image pairs covering the period 2007–2014 do not
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in the VHR images after 2007 and no reactivation was reported by the local inhabitants
interviewed by [23], we conclude that the slope stayed stable after 2007.
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The displacement field from the amplitude tracking is in good agreement with the feature tracking in the
optical domain (Figure 10). Its theoretical accuracy was calculated following [13] as being 0.3 m; however,
the real error is much higher as the vectors identified in the off-landslide area result in an RMSE of 6.6 m.
The gradients derived from the displacement field for movements in 2005 and 2006 (Figure 11)
provide detailed information on the kinematics of the slope failure. The gradient images feature spatial
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4.4. Vertical Displacements Identified by Differential DEMs
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The map of vertical displacements (Figure 12) shows the total change in vertical direction in the
period from 1986 to 2008 and thus comprises both the 2005 and 2006 events. The map shows zones of
elevation decrease in the upper part of the main body reaching −42 ± 3.6 m and zones of elevation
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4.4. Vertical Displacements Identified by Differential DEMs
The map of vertical displacements (Figure 12) shows the total change in vertical direction in the
period from 1986 to 2008 and thus comprises both the 2005 and 2006 events. The map shows zones of
elevation decrease in the upper part of the main body reaching ´42 ˘ 3.6 m and zones of elevation
increase in its lower part showing the displacement of the mass with vertical differences reaching
49 ˘ 3.6 m (Figure 12). This pattern corresponding to depletion and accumulation distinguishes the
deep seated movement of the main body from the subsequent shallower landslides. Furthermore,
detailed information such as the thickness of sediment filling of the valleys by mobilized
unconsolidated material can be retrieved from the difference image. The depth of the filling along
the southern margin of the main landslide reaches around 47 ˘ 3.6 m. Another pattern clearly
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24.6 m. One track was acquired between the two major phases of the movement (17 June 2006) while

Three usable ICESat ground tracks that cross the accumulation part of the main landslide body
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(Figure 12) contain 39 point measurements yielding elevation differences ranging from −11.0 m to 24.6 m.
One track was acquired between the two major phases of the movement (17 June 2006) while the two
remaining tracks were acquired after the second phase. Over land, single elevation differences can be
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the two remaining tracks were acquired after the second phase. Over land, single elevation differences
can be affected by inaccuracies due to various influences including local surface slope, roughness
and errors in fitting the return waveform [54]. However, the elevation changes extracted by the two
different methods feature a high correlation (r = 0.92). Only the points of the two tracks acquired after
the second movement phase (19 points) were used for the correlation. To our knowledge this is the
first time that a combination of ICESat data and DEM was used to measure vertical elevation changes
of a landslide surface.
5. Discussion
5.1. Character of the Movement
The displacement fields revealed an extension in a longitudinal direction and lateral spread.
The lateral spread is further confirmed by the existence of scarps and open cracks in a longitudinal
direction (Figure 7). In addition, a higher movement magnitude in the southern part of the main
landslide can be seen in both the displacement fields (Figure 10). This irregularity may be due to
higher infiltration above this part, as indicated by the TWI (Figure 3).
The 3D reconstruction based on the aerial imagery resulted in detailed DEM but the lower
geometrical quality affected the accuracy of feature tracking. Nevertheless, the accuracy was
sufficient to map the movements as its amplitude reached values one order of magnitude higher than
the error. The huge elevation differences detected by DEM differentiating were a good indication of
the depth of the slope failure. The differential DEM allowed us to delineate the main deep-seated
landslide body from the subsequent shallower landslides. We could also identify the largely
unaffected lower part of the slope. It is remarkable that large areas (Figure 7) of the main landslide
body feature little change to the original surface despite significant horizontal movements.
5.2. Evolution of the Slope Failure
The analysis of the VHR images of the Debre Sina slope failure showed that there were
large movements before 14 December 2005 and between 14 December 2005 and 5 June 2007. The
displacement field from Envisat/ASAR shows that the first phase took place after 31 July 2004 and
before 29 October 2005. Based purely on the VHR image analysis, we could not decide whether a
continuous or abrupt movement took place. However, taking into account that the main triggering
factor of landslides on the rift margin is rainfall [19,21,55] we can suppose that the main movement of
the Debre Sina landslide occurred in two phases after the rainy periods of 2005 and 2006. This agrees
with the findings of [24] who carried out interviews with local inhabitants. We could also see that the
extent of the main landslide was almost identical in both phases. In addition, we could measure the
amplitude of the horizontal movements, which revealed that the second phase had higher amplitude
than the first one. Furthermore, we could assess the position of the outcrop of the shear plane. The
shear plane outcrop was presumed to be much deeper by [23,26] but the feature tracking and the DEM
differencing clearly showed that the lower part of the slope was only partially affected by relatively
shallow movements. These subsequent landslides were caused by a collapse of pushed out material
along the shear plane of the main body. It can be expected that the landslide will prograde in this area
and it will eventually reach the river [55].
Large shallow landslides were still occurring on the slope below the shear plane outcrop in
2007. The present processes mainly affect the disturbed surfaces of the shallow landslides and they
have a prevalently water erosion character. Some of these disturbed areas are also the subject of
small scale remediation measures by local farmers such as terracing on the denudated surface of
shallow landslides.
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Regarding the predisposition of the Debre Sina landslide, the active tectonics, seismic activity and
5.3. Predisposition and Triggering
thick sediment mantle on the long slopes of the MER clearly provide favorable conditions for the
Regarding the predisposition of the Debre Sina landslide, the active tectonics, seismic activity
occurrence of large mass movements. The morphostructural analysis of the wider surroundings
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A triggering of the Debre Sina landslide by an earthquake was suggested by several authors.
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September [22,24,26] Furthermore, we were unable to find any seismic record corresponding to the
However, the initiation of the movement can be due to a ground tremor. A single precipitation event
listed in [22] as the daily maximum rainfall is unlikely to trigger a slope failure of such a large
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extent. The precipitation records taken directly in Debre Sina show that the years 2005 and 2006
were above average but not extreme (Figure 13). We suggest that the sliding events were driven by a
combination of geologic and tectonic predispositions together with external factors such as long-term
water saturation and/or seismic events.
6. Conclusions
This study demonstrated the high potential of remote sensing techniques for the investigation
of a large landslide with difficult accessibility. Using a number of approaches, some of them rarely
used for landslides, we were able to carry out a new and detailed interpretation of the Debre Sina
landslide. A combination of these techniques with the support of a limited field survey provided
us with information about the landslide concerning its extent, kinematics, zonation and evolution
over time.
The displacement fields derived by feature tracking in an optical domain provided us
with quantitative information related to the particular phases of the slope failure development.
Furthermore, we could distinguish the main landslide body from the subsequent shallower slides and
identify the stable lower part of the slope affected only by the shallower movements. The amplitude
tracking using archive Envisat data provided a lower resolution than the optical VHR images and
appeared to be sensitive to processing parameters; nevertheless, its results allowed us to narrow the
time window of the first landslide phase. In addition, it provided an independent validation of the
results from the optical domain.
The DEMs derived by different techniques from historical aerial photographs and from modern
stereo acquisitions appeared to show high potential for the general analysis of the extent and type of
movements as well as for detailed feature identification. The derivatives of the detailed pre-event
DEM such as TWI or slope inclination appeared to be useful tools for understanding the fine
morphology and processes leading to the development of the slope failure. Our only high resolution
pre-event dataset relies on an old aerial image from the EMA. This highlights the importance of
national archives of aerial photographs reaching far before the era of VHR satellites. The good
management of such archives ensuring easy accessibility and digitalization of analogous media is
inevitable for the evaluation of this precious data source.
The analysis of ICESat measurements over the accumulation part of the main landslide body
matches the results of the DEM differencing. Furthermore, it provides an independent validation. To
our knowledge, this was the first time that a landslide accumulation was measured by a satellite laser
altimeter. This indicates the potential of future satellite altimetry missions for the measurement of
slope deformations.
Detailed terrain information representing the juxtaposition of the DEMs with the VHR images
allowed us to identify a number of detailed features such as the appearance of temporary water
bodies or changes of the river course and the type of the subsequent landslides. The occurrence
and in particular the dimensions of the Debre Sina landslide confirm the high susceptibility
of volcanic terrains to large gravitational mass movements in accordance with other published
studies worldwide.
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